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Comments: This is ONE fascinating book! Let's look
at the back cover first. This book has hidden truths,
suppressed facts, and humanity's true origins. Then the question is asked...."what if what we
have been taught about the origins of mankind is wrong?" I am a strong believer in the Ancient
Astronaut theory. If you look at all of the facts, it just makes sense. This book places everything
together. In this book, you will learn the truth. In this book, you will get some detailed
information about the Big Bang theory. Jim has exceptional knowledge about the cosmos,

ancient gods, religion and the multiverse. Jim gets into details, not only about the multiverse
in whole, but he also breaks it down with the "previous universe"; "mirror universe"; "opposite
universe"; etc. You will get some insight on Zecharia Sitchin and the Coming of the Gods. Lots
of details about the Anunnaki, the Watchers, Enki or also known at Ea, the father of Marduk
who engineered the slave race of humans. Yes, this information is all here and much more! A
lot of people believe that the snake in the Garden of Eden was trying to enslave Adam and Eve
by offering Eve the apple. If you really delve into the origin story, you would realize that the
serpent was merely freeing Adam and Eve by presenting them with the gift of knowledge. You
will learn much more about that in this incredible book. Could the Great Pyramid of Giza be an
energy station or power point? Find out in this book. This book makes you question everything
you thought you knew about ancient history. Were the pyramids built by a multitude of slaves
that were throwing in their blood, sweat and tears? Or would it be logical that perhaps it was
built by a race of beings with knowledge of sophisticated technology? This book will reveal the
answers. You will find a whole slew of information from the bible and some logical
interpretations of what various verses may actually mean. After reading this brilliantly put
together book, I was completely mesmerized. The information you will find in this book is like
super glue, it really sticks and won't let go!
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